-class elections held last Friday

Freshmen and Sophomores Poll
Heavy Vote—Office and O’Hara’s ‘As Tie For Member of Institute Committee

100 election contested

Elections were held last Friday to fill the vacancies in the various offices in the upper classes, opening before the boarding-students were able to see the results; the faculty residing in small communities who had already subscribed, the T. C. A. has a more difficult problem to solve than similar organizations in other colleges.

M. T. T. Barbarics Win

Technology Now Almost Sure of I. C. A. A. A. Meet

Last Saturday afternoon the Technological Association won its second championship in a closely contested race for the Faculty Cup, which was held at the Franklin Park Course. Teams were entered by the various classes, and M. T. T. The technical focus was exceptionally well balanced as they lined up for the final race, making final changes in the lineup.

WAR-FUND CAMPAIGN WILL TERMINATE AT SIX O’CLOCK TODAY

Bishop Lawrence Speaks at Second Convocation on “Work of the Red Triangle” in Camps in This Country

A LTHOUGH it was expected to close the present War Fund Campaign last Saturday, conditions at Technology make it impossible to do so until 6 o’clock this evening. Thus far $6,800 have been subscribed. Owing to the excessive number of commitments made to the Institute and according to the orders of the faculty residing in small communities within the environs of Boston, where they had already subscribed, the T. C. A. has a more difficult problem to solve than similar organizations in other colleges.
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